Integration of next-generation sequencing into clinical practice: are we there yet?
Next-generation sequencing (NGS) platforms have evolved to provide an accurate and comprehensive means for the detection of molecular mutations in heterogeneous tumor specimens. Here, we review potential applications of this novel laboratory technology. In particular, we focus on the utility of amplicon deep-sequencing assays in characterizing myeloid neoplasms where the number of molecular markers applied for disease classification, patient stratification, and individualized monitoring of minimal residual disease is constantly increasing. We highlight the potential of this technology by discussing data from a recent study on chronic myelomonocytic leukemia (CMML). Although many facets of this assay need to be taken into account, eg, the preparation of sequencing libraries with molecular barcodes, specific experimental design options when considering sequencing coverage to calculate diagnostic sensitivity, or the use of suitable software and data processing solutions to obtain accurate results, amplicon deep-sequencing has already demonstrated a promising technical performance that warrants the further development towards a routine application of this technology in diagnostic laboratories so that an impact on clinical practice can be achieved.